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The differences between the historical events surrounding pocahontas and the film based on her Coursework.

Pocahontas and Rolfe married in , when Pocahontas was roughly 17 years old. Kekata, the village shaman,
foretells that these newcomers will ravage the land and resources, but rather than destroy them outright,
Powhatan wants to know more about them. Namontack was also treated considerably better â€” rather than
being shot in the leg, he was sent back to London with some of the colonists to serve as an interpreter and
scout for Wahunsenaca, and actually came back in one piece. The name Pocahontas was a nickname meaning
"playful one" and Disney did stay true to her playful nature. Buescher, Derek T. Ultimately, the issue is
whether or not the film Pocahontas was trying to teach history or racial tolerance, and the result is quite clear.
For me, this reinforces the idea that Smith probably did consider Pocahontas just to be a child in this new land
he had traveled to. It is clear that many feel that Disney has the obligation to depict a truthful account of
history if they choose to talk about a historical character. The question is, then can a movie promote racial
tolerance when the issue is built on false history, history that if told accurately would depict the exact
opposite? Of course, Ratcliffe is having none of this, and after throwing his toys out of the pram takes aim at
Powhatan. On the shore, Ratcliffe plants a British flag into the soil and orders his men to begin their search for
gold. In the film, the wounded Smith returns to England after Pocahontas saves him. Pocahontas is most
commonly known because she was accepted into white society in England where she was received by the
court of James I. Both Pocahontas and Sacagawea are often held up as heroines in the Western perspective,
their stories reduced to kinder details rather than serving the interest of the dominant culture. Other than some
basic facts though, the movie then diverges from history. Pocahontas was not at all involved in this and neither
was Kocoum, but Pocahontas may well have snuck out of her village to warn Smith about a possible attack on
his people. Pocahontas turns 20 years old in June, and the animated classic is a still a favorite of mine â€”
hello nature-friendly songs like "Just Around the Riverbend" and "Colors of the Wind"! Archiving,
redistribution, or republication of this text on other terms, in any medium, requires the consent of the author.
By Caitlin Gallagher June 26 To me, all movies require at least some suspension of disbelief to be enjoyed,
and Disney animated films are the rule, not the exception. This time it was apparently Disney who rebuffed
the offer of consultation. And though fans of Disney are used to going along with talking-animal sidekicks, it
was a little harder to swallow Disney significantly changing the history of Pocahontas for its movie. They
never mentioned the kidnapping, the conversion, and the ripping of Pocahontas from her Native American
roots. Powhatan women were free to refuse offers of marriage, even from the paramount chief, and since
Kocoum was a competent warrior but not necessarily of hierarchical importance, his marriage to Pocahontas
seems to have been one of love rather than political. It was a radical story about female agency and empathy
disguised as a rather sappy romance [


